Simply Amis lacy top, bloomers, and cardigan

baw 3/31/2015

pattern sized for 7.0 inch Simply Ami crochet doll or similarly proportioned doll.

Materials:
-Fingering weight yarn. Model used Knit Picks palette in Limeade Heather and Raspberry Heather
-Size 2.75mm single point and double point needles
- Size 2.00 mm single point and double point needles
- 150 Knitted Trims by Lesley Stanfield
- 1/4 inch buttons
- Size C crochet hook for making chain loop buttonholes and picking up stitches.
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Gauge: 17 sts = 2 inches on 2.75mm needles.

Lacey Top
This little top used one of the lace patterns from 150 Knitted Trims, by Lesley Stanfield, in this case,
#54 Umbrella Flounce. The lace is worked lengthwise for four pattern repeats, so you cast on 73 sts
onto single point 2.75mm needles. At the end of row 11 you will have 57 stitches and the lace pattern
will be complete. Continue below to shape the lace into a pretty top :-)
12: P57
13: K54, K2tog. 56 sts
14: P56
15: K56
16: P56
17: K56
18: K56
19: (K2, K2tog) around. 42 sts
20: P42
21: K8, bind off five, K16 (including the last stitch of the bind off), bind off five, K8 (including the last
st of the bindoff)
22: P8, CO 12, P16, CO 12, P8. 56 sts. Armhole openings now made.
23: K56
24: P6, P2tog, (P1, P2tog) four times, P2tog, P12, P2tog, (P1, P2tog) four times, P2tog, P6. 44 sts
24: K5, K2tog, K8, K2tog, K10, K2tog, K8, K2tog, K5. 40 sts
25: K4, K2tog, K3, K2tog, K3, K2tog, K8, K2tog, K3, K2tog, K3, K2tog, K4. Bind off knitwise, but
do not cut yarn. With C crochet hook, make a ch4 buttonhole loop at the neckline. Finish off.
With the tail at the beginning of the work, sew up the center back seam an inch or so. Weave in the
ends and you're done.
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Pantaloons: CO 40 sts to one 2mm dpn, leaving a tail to either make a buttonhole loop or sew the
waistband closed.
1-4: Work K2, P2 ribbing back and forth for four rows.
5: K40, knitting the work onto four 2.0mm dpns with 10 sts on each needle. Continue the knitting in
the round..
6: K40 onto 2.5mm needles and continue with this size, 10 sts on each needle.
7: (K1, Kinc) five times on each needle; 60 sts total
8-16: K60
Divide for legs:
17: K30; place these 30 sts on three dpns and join to work this leg in the round, leaving the remaining
30 sts on two dpns and unworked for now.
18-22: K30
23: (K1, K2tog) around, 20 sts. Change to 2mm needles
24: K20
25-28: Work K2, P2 ribbing for four rows. Bind off knitwise.
.
Repeat rows 17 through 28 for the second leg, working the unworked sts from round 15.
With the tail at the beginning, either make a chain-3 buttonhole loop with the size C crochet hook, or
sew the waistband together. On my doll, I was able to just sew the waistband ends together and it fit
fine.
Sew the crotch opening closed, and weave in the loose end.
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Cardigan: This sweater is worked from the top down. The sleeve stitches are placed on waste yarn
until the body is completed.
With 2.0mm needles, CO 30 sts. Work back and forth.
1: Work K2, P2
2: Work P2, K2
3: Work K2, P2
4: Work P2, K2
5: K2, P26, K2. Change to 2.75mm needles at the end of this row.
6: K2, Kinc in the next 26 sts, K2. 56 sts
7: K2, P52, K2.
8: K2, (K2, Kinc) 17 times, K3. 73 sts
9: K2, P69, K2
10: K73
11: K2, P69, K2
Armhole opening row:
12: K11, place the next 15 sts on stitch holder, CO 5 sts, K21, place the next 15 sts on a stitch holder,
CO 5 sts, K11. 53 sts on the needle including the cast on stitches.
13: K2 P 49, K2. 53 sts on the needle
14: K53
15: K2, P49, K2
16: K53
17: K2, P49 K2
18: K53. Change to 2mm needles at the end of this row.
19: K2, P24, P2tog, P23, K2. 52 sts on the needle
20-23: Work K2, P2 ribbing for four rows. Bind off knitwise
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Sleeves: Place the fifteen sleeve stitches on two 2.75mm dpn's, and pick up five stitches under the
arm on a third dpn. Redistribute the sts so there are eight sts on needle 1, and six sts on needles 2 and
3.
1-10: K20. Change to 2mm needles at the end of round 10
11: K20
12-15: K2, P2 ribbing for four rounds. Bind off knitwise. Repeat for second sleeve.
Weave in the ends, and make a ch3 buttonhole loop with a size C crochet hook at the top of the sweater,
if you like. Done!
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